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1.  Which of the following disciplines is not a field event?     
a) The pole vault 
b) The shot put 
c) The hurdles 
d) The hammer 
 
 
2.  Which field event is shown in the picture? 

 
a) The discus 
b) The shot put  
c) The javelin 
d) The hammer 
 
 
 
 

 
3.  In which field event does the athlete have to clear a high horizontal bar?  
a) The long jump 
b) The pole vault 
c) The hammer 
d) The triple jump 
 
 
4.  In which two field events do athletes jump into a sandpit? 
a) The high jump and the long jump 
b) The javelin and the hammer  
c) The long jump and the triple jump  
d) The shot put and the discuss 
 
 
5.  If someone raises the bar, it means that standards and expectations ...  
a) have gone done 
b) have gone up 
c) have stayed the same 
d) have been stopped 
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ANSWERS: 

 

1.  Which of the following disciplines is not a field event?     
a) The pole vault 
b) The shot put 
c) The hurdles 
d) The hammer 
 
 
2.  Which field event is shown in the picture? 

 
a) The discus 
b) The shot put  
c) The javelin 
d) The hammer 
 
 
 
 

 
3.  In which field event does the athlete have to clear a high horizontal bar?  
a) The long jump 
b) The pole vault 
c) The hammer 
d) The triple jump 
 
 
4.  In which two field events do athletes jump into a sandpit? 
a) The high jump and the long jump 
b) The javelin and the hammer  
c) The long jump and the triple jump  
d) The shot put and the discuss 
 
 
5.  If someone raises the bar, it means that standards and expectations ...  
a) have gone done 
b) have gone up 
c) have stayed the same 
d) have been stopped 
 
 

You can try this quiz online at: 

http://www.bbc.co.uk/worldservice/learningenglish/radio/specials/1253_olympics_2008/page7.shtml 

 

http://www.bbc.co.uk/worldservice/learningenglish/radio/specials/1253_olympics_2008/page7.shtml
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